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0. fntrduction

Let X be a category with tinite limits. We say that X is exact if:
whcnevcr

( 1)

is a pullback diagr;mland f is a regular epimorphism (the uoequalizer of some pair
of maps), so isg;
(2) whenever E’C X X X is an equivalence rel;i?ion (see Section I below), then
the two projection maps E * X have a coequalizer, moreover, E is its kernel pair.
When X lacks all finite Iimrts, a somewhat finer definition can be given. We refer
to 13, I( 1.3)J for details.
in this note, we explore some of the properties of right exact functors -- those
which preserve the coequaliners of equivalence relations. For functors which preserve kcmel pairs, this is equivalent (provided that the domain is an exact category)
to preserving regular epimarphisnrs.I had previously tried - in vain - to sl~ow that
functors which preswve regularcpimorphisms have some of the nice properties
t exact funclors do have. For example, what do you need to assume
about a triple on an exact category to insure that the category of algebras is exact?
The example of the torsion~free-quotient triple on abelian groups shows that prewrving regular epimorphisms is not enough. On the other hand, as I showed in f3,
IS.1 1). the algebras for a fmitary theory in any exact category do form an exact
category. And that will remain true for any theory if the izth power functor preserves reguiar epimou-phisms for all cardinals n. The missing link which connects all
these disparate results is that the FZ*power functor preserves kernel pairs (in fact all
limits) and is (right) exact as soon as it preserves regular epimorphisms.
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We say that a category is EM if it is exact, if it has all finite inverse lrmits and
filtered drrect limits. and if tinrte inverse limits commute with filtered dirtxt hmits.
We $a) that 3 sequence of objet ts and maps

is UUC~in some cafegug- if it is simuttaneously a c(~qu~~~~erand ;I kernel pair, A
iuxxtor
is @zt CWZC~
if it takes such a sequence into a coequLtiltcr. A fun~tor IS
~aUedfi~it~crl if It commutes with filtered direct Iunits.
In an exact category, every map has a canonical factorimtion a~ a regular epinxxphism followed by a monomorphism (see [3.1.2.3] ). When we speak of Image.
we mean in terms of this factoriration. We will say that a pair of ntaps

in a category ISa ~fltxi~c pait if the image of Y tn A’ X A’ contam the diagon;ti
AA’ & X X A’. This is rather weaker than the usual dcfimtion. in which one supposes
the two maps to have a common right inverse. However, it wilt be a useful notm tn
this papr.
The most surprising consequerxc of right cxac tncss is that a fini tary right examt
functrbr whose dontain is EXS preserves the ccxqualizcrs of reflexrve pairs. From
this WCderive the fact that under the same condtttons, pushout diagrams consrstmg
of regular eptmorphisms (regular co-intersections) are 31~0 preserved. Finally we use
that to @vc a ver): general srMion to a problem arising tn the th~trry of automata 1~
the existence of minknal machrnes.
As usual. a map denoted -++ ISassumed to be a regular cpmlorphism; a map denoted .I-+ is assumed to be a monomorphism.

!< Reflexive relations

I

1~ an exact ( OI just regular) category we define a (bmary ) relation on an object
X to be a subobject of A’X A’.More generally, me can define a relation between X

and Y as a subobject oiX X Y. In Grillct 14, I 41 an eftlicicnt ~aiculus of relations
is developed. If R and S are relatic~ns.he defines H 0 S as the image in X XA’of a
puIlbacrk K Xx S and shows that this rule of composition is associattve (here IS
where regularity comes in) and unitary (the diagonal subllbyxt AA’IS the unrt) and
satirfces
(RcS)--

1 =S-

1 o/?-.1

(rnverse defined in tile usual way via the switching map X X X --, X X X). The retation H is an equivalence relation if and only if

QI)

R 1s rdlesive. i.e.

u

(pi) R ISsymmetric. i.e. R - ’ C R;
R IS transltlue. W. R 3 R C R.
Weh?tR”~“=Udb
. . . 0 R denote the ~-fold iterated circle composite
QIII I

~=LO;wSOSuS%l ... uswJ

of R.

... ,

whew S = R 9 R - ‘.
Proof (corqxm

the

proof uf 14, 1.6.8) ). Since UC

R, A,VC R-l, and then

R=RAXCRQR-‘=S.
It is evident that S is reflexive and symmetric, and then so is any power of S, so that
E IS reflexive and symmetric. Since direct limits are exact, E Xx E is a direct limit
of .%i(‘)X .y .Sv ) whose image is con taincd in s’ ‘+I’! ThusE is also transitive. Convcrsely . if F 1san equivalence reJation containing R, it is clear that R- ’ C F 1 C F,

and inductively that S4* ) C );: whence E C F’.
Let U : X + Y be arl exact furwtor between exact categories. Then
c’ preserves the i*alculus of’ relatiims.
1.2. Rqmition.

Roof. An exact functor preserves finite limits, hence products and subobjects and
hence relations. Furthermore, it pre’swes pullbacks and regular epimorphisms, hence
images, and so preserves composition of relations. It is trivial that it preserves inverses
of relations.
1.3. Thewtm. Let X be an EXS category, Y on exact category, and I/ : X + Y a finitaty exact functor. ‘IrhenI/ preserves the coequalizer of any reflexive pair of maps.
hf.
Let Y 3 X be a reflexive pair and R be the image of Y in X X X. Sinee
Y *R, R 3 X has the samecoequalber as Y ~X.SincealsoI/Y-wLIR,UY-$UX
has the same coequalizer as UR =$UX. Hence it suffices to prove this for a reflexive
relation. As above, let S = R 0 R- 1 and

E=suS(*)US(3)U ... uscn)u ... .
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Just as in the proof of Theorem 1.1,
lation containing UR. But now if

UE

functors

must be contained in any cquivalencc re-

is the coequzihzer.

isexact and hence so is

This shows that U’ is an equivalence relation and is the smaiiest one containing CM
Hence
UR=b’X-Wi?
must

also be exact.

1.4. Remark. Both the hypotheses that X have exact filtered direct limits and that R
be reflexive are necessary. The underlying functor from compact Hausdorff spaces
to sets does not preserve the coequahzer of

ad’ : [O,l)

Lqo, 11+(01 11,

vlrhereeach m&pis the identity on the first component, whi!e on the second do is
the identib and dt is multlphcation by an irrational t < I. The underlying fuwtor
t’rom groups to sets does not preserve the coequalizer of

where 8 is the Lero map and dt is multiplication by 2. This second exmplc is
especiaily interesting: of tJte three conditions defining an equivalence relation, that
of being reflexive seems the most negligible.
1.5 Corollary. Suppose U, X, Y w%as in the theorem. Thert U preserves pushout
dicgnzms in which xvy mup is a regulst epimorphism
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Roof. Let

be a c’ommutative square with every map a rc@ar epimorphism. Let E 2 ,I? be the
twnel pair of X -+ X,. Then one may easily show, using universal mapping properties, that the square is a pushout if and only if the sequence

is-a coequalizer. Then supposing the square is a pushout, the sequence is a coequalixer. The maps E 3 X are 3 retlexivc pair and since X -H X2, the pair E 3 XL is also
;I reflexive pair. By the theorem,

is also a c;oequalizer, whence

ux -

ux 1

i
Ux, -+

i

ux,

is a pushout.

2 . Right exact functors
A functor U :X + Y is cakd right exact provided that whenever
x’~x-4’
is exact in X,
UX-UX-WX”

is right exact, i.e. a coequakcr,
that T is.

in Y. A triple 7~ (T. q, cc)is right exact provided

2.1. Theomn Let X be an exact categon’ and 7 a rig-ht exact triple on X. Ikn

the
category X ’ of T-algebras is exact; if 7. is jinitav and X is EM, then X ’ is EXS
as well as the undet&ing functor X ’ + X is jkitary. Hence it preserves the coequalizers of reflexive paim.
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R3of. If T is right

then it certainly presctves regular cpinmphisrns.

Aoxmling to I_‘. (2.X!], X ‘I is then regular. Sow suppox that E -+ A X ,4 IS an equ~v;rknce
relation I $11A in X “. ‘That 15.,4 = CA’.x) is m dgrbra. E = i t’. _I.) is a sobalgcbr.~. d
Y -+ X X X is m equivalence relation. Let 2 be the coequahzer. so that

iscwlct. Apply

T

csact.

to get

Since the upper line is a coeequahzer. there is a unique z : 7YZ -+ Z making the diagram commute. The argument that B = (Z, 2) is a Y-algebra ISstandard. Clearly
.

is a iwquahLer,.and since I/ creates limits. it is also a kernel parr, and hence exact.
Ttr finish the pmd, we remark that one easily shows, in a way andogous tu the
above. that ii creates any direct limits which are preserved b; T, m parttcular filtered direct limits. It also creates Inverse limits (always). Hence to show they c‘omrnufe m X ” it suffices to assume they do in X.
2.2. Corollary. Lrt X und 5’ be as irt the theoretn. Suppwc also that objects of X
huw rrwi& a set ~~j’regular
quotiiwts Let f : UA -+ X be o mwphism in X. Then there
is a .smdlest quotient g : A --*A *in X ’ such that there is (Ifiwtnrizatim

Proof. The functor 0 preserves pushouts of the form

A2 -----A,

so that the family of alt such quotients of A which satisfy the conclusion is frttered.
Their direct limit A --,A’ exists and is easily seen to be a regular quotient of A. Since

the d~rtxt iimit 1spreserved, it has the requisite mapping property
63 q -+ .Y with the desired propert!,
2.3. Remark. In the c;t tt”gwy

to have a map

of sets

indeed in any category in which every epimorphism splits -- every exact sequence is a split cocqualizer diagram. Hence every
fune‘ttjr with such a category as domain is right exact. As noted, this is a much
stronger conditirrn than preservation of regular epimorphisms. This seems to explain
IllUCh
10snot 311 of the nice structure possessed by categories tripleable over sets.

3. Application to categorical machines: the minimakreakable problem
In 111 , the twtwrl trf ;t ~ategorkal machine is defined. The set-up is a category X
and an cndrrfunctur 9rwhich gencrvtes a free triple f7 = IT*. q, y). A machine is
( fwghly
) 3 %lgebrs
(.j tlquipped w1t.ha map
ihe output function - UQ -+ Y in
X. The mmrma! re&atJon problem boils dawn to this: given a map PI--) Y, find
it minim;d (nnslfcst. really) ma&inc Q which “realizes” the given map; that is, a
n~nund quotmt of PI which is stilt a y-algebra and which factors the given map.
EvidentI). this will always exist if X and 7 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.

Proofs. The rcsui ts 01’ [ 21 apply here to get the free triple 7. The construction
there IS bagd on the Idcntitkation of the c;ltegory of %dgebras (whether or not
7 exists!) as th c category o1‘(‘T : X) whose objects are pairs (X, x). x : Ta%’
-+ X,
sstMj%tg no ~onditrons, and maps commuting with the structure in C.e obvious
way. The underlying functor U : (T : X, -+ X foff,uts the structure, and if it has a
kft adjoint k*, then 7 is the tr7ple associated ta the adjoint pair. (if U does ni’jt
hwe ari adjoint. a free triple does not exist.) At any rate, 1 showed there that a
free triple cxtsts if T has a rank, which it certainly does when T is finitary. Moreovc’f,me easily shows, exactly as for X ‘. that any direct limit preserved by T is
preserved by Y. But F preserves alI &rcct limits. Hence any direct limit preserved
b) T is preserved by UP-’= 7’? In particular, when T is finitary, so is P; when T is
ngh t exxt, so is II. The last assertion then follows from the results of Section 2.
3.2, Remark.

It IS possible

to gencrali~c the notion of a machine so that the input

process is a triple ‘7 rather than an endofunctor.

Then a machine is a T-algebra,

except that there is no need for a free tripie to exist.

.
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